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AirBeamTV launches MacOS app Christmas App Bundle Sale
Published on 12/23/19
AirBeamTV today announced their annual macOS app Christmas Sale. AirBeamTV's screen
mirroring apps for Mac provide an easy way to stream movies, apps or presentations to
almost any Smart TV. With the app you can mirror your MacBook, Mac or iMac on your TV of
choice. No need for HDMI cables or additional adapters. The following apps are part of the
bundle: With AirBeamTV's Mac app pack you will get 9 different Smart TV screen mirror apps
for the price of 3 in the Mac App Store.
Naarden, Netherlands - AirBeamTV today is announcing their annual MacOS app Christmas
Sale. Most households own more than one TV set, with AirBeamTV's Mac app pack you will get
9 different Smart TV screen mirror apps for the price of 3 in the Mac App Store, covering
all major brands.
Screen mirroring solution for Mac:
AirBeamTV's screen mirroring apps for Mac provide an easy way to stream movies, apps or
presentations to almost any Smart TV. With the app you can mirror your MacBook, Mac or
iMac on your TV of choice. No need for HDMI cables or additional adapters. The following
apps are part of the bundle:
* Mirror for Samsung TV
* Mirror for LG TV
* Mirror for Roku
* Mirror for Sony TV
* Mirror for Panasonic TV
* Mirror for Chromecast
* Mirror for Philips TV
* Mirror for Amazon FireTV
* Mirror for Android TV
AirBeamTV screen mirroring apps runs on Mac, MacBook, iMac, Mac Mini & Mac Pro and
requires MacOS 10.10 (Yosemite) or newer.
Mac App Bundles on the Mac App Store require MacOS 10.14 (Mojave) or newer.
You can buy AirBeamTV's MacOS bunde in the Mac App Store or the separate apps as free
trial directly from their website. A single app costs $9.99 in the Mac App Store. With
AirBeamTV's MacOS app bundle, they offer a staggering 65% discount. Basically, this means
you will get 9 apps and only pay for 3! The bundle comes in very handy for everyone who
owns more than 1 different TV brand. For current AirBeamTV customer who already purchased
one of the screen mirroring apps from AirBeamTV, they can use Apple's Complete My Bundle
option to only pay the difference between one app and the bundle price to purchase all
apps.
Annual Mac Christmas Sale:
https://www.airbeam.tv/bundles/
Product Purchase:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app-bundle/id1439492056?mt=12
Artwork:
https://www.airbeam.tv/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/AirBeamTV_MacOS_Bundle.jpg
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Since 2014, AirBeamTV is the market leader in easy and smart "screen mirroring" solutions
for Apple's iOS and MacOS devices such as iPhones and MacBooks. The company sells
screen
mirroring applications for most major TV brands, including Samsung, Roku, TCL, Hisense,
Sharp and many more. From the picturesque village of Naarden, The Netherlands, a diverse
and motivated team of programmers works daily on developing and improving innovative apps.
All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2014-2019 AirBeamTV. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, macOS, iPhone, iPad, iPod and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be
the property of their respective owners.
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